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 AGATE JEWELRY
This Agate is curated with the sheer attention to

detail to compliment the wearer's wrist in the best
possible way. The elegant design of this bracelet is

something to fall for. It can be paired up with a
wristwatch to take the overall appearance to a

whole new level. A person's wrist is believed to be
the path from which the stone's concentrated

qualities & powers enter the body. Thus, it benefits
the wearer to the maximum. 

https://www.rananjayexports.com/gemstones/agate-blue
https://www.rananjayexports.com/gemstones/agate-blue


This Opal Necklace is a beautiful piece of
jewelry that will be the perfect partner
for a delicate neckline. Including this

necklace in the jewelry collection will be
one of the best decisions anyone can

make. Wearing this necklace on special
occasions will add the vibe of the

wearer's personality to the overall
appearance. It becomes the head turner
amongst the masses when flaunted with

style and elegance. 

OPAL JEWELRY

https://www.rananjayexports.com/gemstones/opel


Wear the Moldavite r ing to elevate
your l i festyle as the crystal  is

known for transferring positive
energies.  The gemstone is also

known as the stone of
transformation.Wearing the ring
wil l  al low you to stay focused on
your l i fe goals and increase the

possibil it ies of success .  You can
hold the ring on your index f inger

to get the maximum benefits of the
crystal .

MOLDAVITE JEWELRY

https://www.rananjayexports.com/gemstones/moldavite


Morganite is the stone that occurs mostly in the
shades of pink,  ranging from pastel  pink to a more bold
orangish-pink.  This stone belongs to the beryl  mineral

family that is the mineral  category of emerald and
aquamarine as well .  Morganite makes a bri l l iant
gemstone for 925 sterl ing si lver jewelry that is

designed to win hearts.

This beautiful  stone is sourced from the US,
Madagascar,  Afghanistan,  Mozambique,  Namibia,

Pakistan,  Myanmar.  Morganite has been named after
an American investment banker,  J.P.  Morgan.  It  is  a

stone with the energies and the vibrations that
attract and preserve the unconditional  love by

enhancing the heart chakra.

MORGANITE JEWELRY

https://www.rananjayexports.com/gemstones/morganite


This Plume Agate Jewelry the mesmerizing
gemstone will make a style statement and make the
wearer stand out from the crowd. The danglers are
sure to catch everyone's attention and get the one
wearing them a deluge of compliments about the

vibe. 

PLUME AGATE JEWELRY

https://www.rananjayexports.com/gemstones/plume-agate
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